
USING FACEBOOK

Facebook has evolved at breakneck speed, and it'll keep adapting at a swift pace for as long as it exists. If you need a
refresher on how to use.

Making sure these privacy settings are how you want them is important. Who would have thought? Read More
to your post. Here are 20 of the most popular gaming memes, where they originated, and what they mean. This
tutorial on the Facebook News Feed, Wall, and Profile explains more about the differences between these
areas. It's really useful for dealing with friends who publish minutia of their lives. And what wider
implications does it have? Click the Messenger icon in between the notification and friend tabs in the top bar
to access it. Mouse over the camera icon in the top-left corner of the blank photo and select Update Cover
Photo. Enter your country code and phone number, then click Add Phone Number. Flesh Out Your Profile
While your profile picture is vital, you can add lots of other information to your Facebook profile as well. You
might want to let only your closest friends see some of your wilder or ridiculous activities, for example, while
keeping those hidden from your work colleagues or dear old Mom. And in a few short steps, you can be, too.
A multimedia journalism professor who covers social media, web publishing and internet technologies.
Messages can take the form of a "status update" also called a "post" , a private Facebook message, a comment
about a friend's post or status, or a quick click of the "like" button to show support for a friend's update or a
company's Facebook page. You can even change these on the fly when posting content. Visit the Games page
to check some of them out. You can do that later. As soon as you have a few friends and have "liked' some
companies, comments or products, then Facebook's automated friend recommendation tool will kick in and
start showing you links to "people you may know. Finally, Facebook will bring you to a page with a few
elements like finding friends, reviewing privacy settings, and adding a profile picture. This guide is available
to download as a free PDF. Read More behind Google, and it pioneered the social media craze. But do you
know how to use it? Relationship status is a big deal on Facebook, too, though you don't have to publicize
your relationship status if you don't feel like it. Joining Facebook is simple and free â€” and a great way to
keep in touch with friends and family, meet new people, and express yourself. Check out the Facebook Help
Center for more information. Updated June 24, people found this article helpful This step-by-step "Learn
Facebook Tutorial" explains what every new Facebook user should know to understand how Facebook works
in six areas listed below. The site will ask you for your first and last name, and either your mobile number or
email address either will do. Making it your own Facebook is often an expression of the individual, so why not
have some fun with it? Click the green "sign up" button at the bottom when you're done. Status updates will
appear as posts on your timeline and News Feed.


